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Dear Parents and Carers
The college, alongside all Dartmoor Multi Academy Trust schools, will be changing its
Management Information System (MIS) from Capita SIMS to Arbor Management Information
System (MIS) on 19th April 2021. Arbor is one of the fastest growing school MIS systems
available, and is a powerful system that is continually developing. We are hoping that, over
time, more and more useful features will be available to parents.

Where will parents see a difference?
The major change for parents of students at Tavistock College will be that we no longer ask you
to use ‘SIMS Parent’ to check the information that we hold on your child. We will be replacing
‘SIMS Parent’ with the ‘Arbor Parental portal’ or the Arbor App (you can use the same login for
both) and this will be your easiest way of telling us about changes to contact details or a change
of address.
We have migrated across the consents that have already given us but would ask that you
please check this area, updating where needed. Consents are not assumed, so we need you to
agree to each one.
Parental Consent- There are a number of fields in this section: please read the following
information carefully. Internet access is no longer a parental consent.
Biometric Data – We use pupils’ biometric data (fingerprint) as part of an automated biometric
recognition system for paying for school catering instead of paying with cash, or to register
library books instead of using a card. We will comply with the requirements of the Protection of
Freedoms Act 2012. You have the right to choose not to use the school’s biometric system(s).
We will provide alternative means of accessing the relevant services for those pupils.
Emergency Medical Treatment- we would always aim to contact the parent in the first
instance. However, in the event of a serious injury or accident or asthma attack, this permission
allows us to contact the emergency services or obtain emergency medical treatment e.g from
the health centre.
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Internet Access and Use – As part of our curriculum, pupils have controlled access to the
Internet and learn how to use libraries, databases and information sources on a wide variety of
topics. To guard against inappropriate material being accessed intentionally or by accident we
use a filtered service provided by Schools Broadband which regularly monitors web sites and
automatically blocks pupils access to inappropriate materials. We teach pupils the importance of
responsible use of the web and e-mail as well as providing basic rules to maintain the privacy of
pupils. At all times, pupils must agree to follow the Rules for Responsible Internet Use. For
more information on our E Safety Policies and practices please see our E Safety page
http://www.tavistockcollege.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ESafetyICTPolicyDec16.pdf
Local Off-Site Visit- from time to time, teachers may decide to visit a local building or area.
Where a visit requires alternative footwear or a drink, we would normally advise you of this
through the School Gateway, however, for short-duration, local visits, this consent acts as your
permission for your child to participate in the activity.
Pupil photographs in media- It’s great to celebrate the achievements and hard work of our
pupils. Photographic images of pupils used in publicly available media such as web sites,
newsletters or the school prospectus and other promotional material will not identify pupils’ full
names unless parental permission has been given in advance. No identifying information will
be shared (such as personal phone numbers, home addresses, and individual pictures
with the pupil’s full name.) Class pictures will not identify where individuals are standing
and will generally include at least three or more students. If individual pictures are
posted of pupils it will not include their name.
We commission Tempest Photography to take photos of pupils to support teaching and learning
and are stored in our student information management systems. You will be offered these
photographs for purchase through Tempest. There is no obligation to buy. Tempest do not
retain the photographs or use them in any other way. For information about Tempest’s Privacy
policies please visit https://www.htempest.co.uk/gdpr.
Images / Videos in social media – We use Facebook and Twitter to promote the school and to
publicise events and information. Please note that social media platforms can be viewed
throughout the world and not just in the United Kingdom where UK law applies. In giving your
consent you understand that images may be used in printed and electronic form.
Personal use acceptance – We recognise the importance of recording treasured moments and
memories of children during their education within our school. In many cases when photographs
are taken in school capturing educational moments, they provide much pleasure to parents and
extended families. We accept, on trust, that all photographs and videos are for personal use
and must not be published in local media, social media, or online, without the written consent of
school. Photos and videos taken purely for personal use are exempt from the GDPR. Personal
use may include: a parent takes a photograph of their child and some friends taking part in the
school Sports Day to be put in the family photo album (these images are for personal use and
the GDPR does not apply); Grandparents are invited to the school nativity play and wish to
video it (these images are for personal use and the GDPR does not apply). By ticking consent,
you agree to the above and will strictly adhere to the agreement in full. You also accept that
your child may appear in some of the photographs and videos taken by the parents of other
children, whose children are taking part in the same event.
Consent for Google Additional Services – G Suite for Education offers two categories of
Google services: Core Services (like Gmail, Drive, Calendar, and Classroom) that are provided
under your school’s G Suite for Education agreement. The lawful basis for enrolling your child in
G Suite is a public task and our statutory duty to provide remote learning. For Additional
Services (like YouTube, Maps, and Blogger) that can be used with G Suite for Education
accounts, we require your consent. You can read more about Google G Suite for Education
Terms of Service here.
YouTube Consent -The consent is to comply with YouTube’s Terms of Service (youtube.com)

Parental Responsibility – Please ensure that the Parental Responsibility slider bar is set
correctly. For a definition of Parental Responsibility, please read the following guidelines.
https://www.gov.uk/parental-rights-responsibilities .This is usually the mother and father, but
would not normally include grandparents, neighbours, friends or other family members.
Priority Contact – Where possible, please include one Priority 1, and one Priority 2 contact.
Having multiple priority 1 contacts can be confusing and misleading in the event of an
emergency, and we will always contact the next priority person if we cannot reach the first
person.
Local Contacts – Where possible, the contacts should be local and accessible. We require a
minimum of two but you can add up to four as long as they can be contacted in an emergency.
A contact in Dorset or Dundee is not always best placed to help if your child is unwell.
Telephone Numbers – Please ensure you give us the contact numbers that you are most likely
to have access to. Please do not give a work number if we cannot reach you on this number, or
a mobile if you are never in range. Please ensure the slider bar is checked for your primary
(main) contact number as we use this to reach you if your child is unwell.
For information about the Privacy of data on Arbor MIS please visit the site below.
Arbor Privacy notice
Contacts
Please ensure that the contact information for your child is accurate and up to date. You will be
able to see your own Contact Information, Address and Telephone/Email and that of your thirdparty contacts.
If you do not live at the same address as the other parents/carers (called Guardians in Arbor
MIS) with Parental Responsibility, you will only be able to see Contact Information (name,
Parental responsibility status and contact priority status) for them unless you give us express
permission to share your details with them. You will need to contact the school office if you are
happy for us to share those details.
You will be able to see Contact Information, Address and Telephone/Email for any third party
contacts (e.g. Grandparents, neighbour) you have previously provided and edit these. If you do
not wish those details to be shared please contact the school office.
Access to Arbor desktop and App
The first time that you log on must be through a desktop computer, as you need to agree
to the terms and conditions, but after that you can use the App. The App can be
downloaded from either the Playstore for android phones or the Apple store for Iphones. Arbor
are working on improvements to their App which will happen in the next few months.
If you have the APP downloaded we can send messages to you for free. You need to have the
“push notifications” set to get the alert that a new message has been received.
Although initially we will not be using all the features of the parent portal/app we do plan to use
Arbor to distribute student assessment data and, over time, integrate other areas to allow
parents to use their Arbor login to its fullest potential.

What about ClassCharts?
Parent and student engagement with Class Charts has been vital over the last 12 months and
for the foreseeable future we will continue to use Class Charts to provide access to home
learning, and the behaviour logs.
Attendance information will be available from both Class Charts and your Arbor login.

What about the School Gateway?
We will continue to use the School Gateway for payments.
Where can I find more information?
There are the following guides covering what the student profile screens look like. There are the
following Arbor guides (please hover over the green underlined text, then Ctrl and click to follow
the link):
Parent Portal quick introduction
How to get started
Student profile,
Attendance,
Student timetable view
The Arbor App Usage Guide For Guardians
If you still need assistance your Head of year administrator will be able to assist you:
Year 7 and 8- Ms Chantelle Cocker c.cocker@tavistockcollege.org
Year 9- Mrs Marianne Hastings m.hastings@tavistockcollege.org
Year 10 and 11- Mr Pete Gatzianidis p.gatzianidis@tavistockcollege.org
Year 12 and 13- Mrs Tracey Allen t.allen@tavistockcollege.org
This is a big change but one that should have a positive impact on parents and students.
Please look out for your welcome email from us. We are hoping to make the system “live” to you
in May.
Yours faithfully,

Mr B Palmer
Assistant Principal
The first time that you log on must be through a desktop computer, as you need to agree
to the terms and conditions, but after that you can use the App

